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f^WFRZNT
April 26, 1977

English test mandatory for new students
LONG BEACH - More than
25,000 students will be tested
during the 1977-78 academic year
as part of a new statewide
English program in The
California State University and
Colleges.
The CSUC English Placement
Test is the first step in a plan
adq)ted by the Board of Trustees
toward
assuring
English
proficiency by graduates of the
19-campus system.
Incoming freshmen will take
the examination August 6, 1977,

October 29, 1977 or May 13, 1978,
whichever date occurs earliest
following their admission to one
of the campuses.
CSCSB's own Dr. Edward
White, consultant for the testing
program, emphasized that the
examination will have no bearing
on whether students are accepted
for admission, but will assist in
detecting
strengths
and
weaknesses.
"The test is designed to help
students by identifying those who
need to pay greatc^r attention to
improvement in basic skills,"

White said. "A low score means
that a student probably needs
extra help in order to do well in
college-level work.
' 'It will be better for students to
find that out right away than to
wait for reading and writing
problems — if they have them —
to show up on course grades," he
said.
The three-hour examination is
designed by a CSUC faculty
committee with assistance from
the Educational Testing Service.
It is divided into an essay com
ponent and multiple-choice

Solar energy workshop here
Anyone interested in conservii^ the earth's resources and
in learning about alternative
power sources should consider
enrolling in the Solar Energey
Workshop beginning May 6. This
workshop was offered this Winter
at Cal State, San Bernardino and
turned out to be so popular that it
is being repeated.
Solar physicist Nigel Ian
Hamilton is the instructor.
Hamilton is a 1969 graduate in
electrical engineering from the
University of Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, South Africa. He
is currently lecturing on solar
energy at
colleges
and

universities in California.
Hamilton said, "The aims of this
course are to present die basic
theoretical ix'inciples in simple
technical and scientific language
to enable the student to ap{X'eciate the applications that will
be discussed.
"This will enable the student to
construct simile devices himself,
or to ably select and purchase
solar devices for home use."
Areas of discussion indued
tidal, ocean heat, wind, solar
thermal and solar electrical
power, practical construction
designs and maintenance needs.

Sessions will be held h-om 7 to
10 p.m., Friday, May 6 and 9 a.m.
to 5p.m. on two Saturdays, May 7
and 21, in Room 202 of
the Physical Sciences Building.
Pre-registration by April 29 is
required for the course, which
costs $50 for those wishing two
units of extension credit in
natural science. Non-credit fee is
$38.
The Solar Energy Workshop is
open to any interested adult. For
further information on the
course, or on the pre-registration,
contact the Cal State Office of
Continuing Education.

sections dealing with reading,
sentence construction, and logic
and organization.
Students may be exempted
from the test if they have scored
3, 4 or 5 on the Advanced
Placement Program English
Examination or passed the CSUC
Equivalency
English
Examination.
(The Advanced Placement
Program examination is offered
at various dates in high schools.
The
CSUC
Equivalency
Examination will be ad
ministered on the campuses April
30 to applicants who have already
registered for the test.)

Registration forms for the
English Placement Test will be
mailed in May to incoming firsttime freshmen. The forms also
will be available at CSUC Ad
missions Offices. Students may
take the test at the campus most
convenient to them, not
necessarily the one to which they
have been admitted.
July 15 is the registration
deadline for the August 6
examination. October 7 is the
deadline for students to apply for
the October 29 test. April 21,1978,
is the close of registration for the
May 13, 1978, examination.

Family planning here
A new family planning
program is underway at CSCSB's
Student Health Center. In con
nection with Family Planning of
San Bernardino Health Depart
ment, a more comprehensive
type of birth control program is
being instituted on this campus.
Under certain eligibility
requirements, individuals may
receive Pap smears, if ap
propriate, and birth control
materials free of charge.
Treatment for infections is also
included. Those currently
enrolled on MediCal should bring

along a P.O.E. sticker.
Individuals will be asked to fill
out certain forms which include a
medical history, financial
statement and statistical sheet.
All such information will be held
in strict confidence.
Services also include an
automatic check for gonorrhea.
Clinic will be open Tuesday and
Wednesday from 1 to 4 p.m.
Those requiring the abov«
services or counseling con
cerning pregnancy or abortion
.should call the Clinic at 887-7218
or drop by AD-117.

ASB pres now SPA choir
ASB
President
Kevin
Gallagher is the new chaiiperson
for the CSUC Student Body
Presidents'
Association
(CSUCSPA).
Gallagher assumed the position
when current Chairperson Art
Robinson, California State
University, Northridge resigned
to assume a full time job.
Gallagher was vice chair of the
organization and automatically

The PawPrint wishes to correct a mistake in captioning this picture.
Correct names are, left to right, Tom Rivera, Marty Bloomberg, Ramona
Morin, and Philip Rivera.

Elections
tomorrow
ASB elections are scheduled for
tomorrow and Wednesday.
The polls, which will be located
on the South-side of the Library,,
will be opened from 8 a.m. to 7
p.m. during both election days.
The following candidates are
running for ASB positions:
Running unopposed for ASB
President is Kevin Gallagher,
seeking reelection.
For ASB vice-president are
Douglas W. Cole, Paul G. Mar
tinez and Charles McKee.
For ASB treasurer are Oena
Baca and Tracy Fegueroa.

Jeff Baker is running unop
posed for judicial representative.
Also running unopposed are
Pamela Miller for junior class
senator, Mario Inzunza for
sophomore class senator and
Mary Stathis for sophomore class
president.
No other candidates have filed
for the other offices.
Statements and photographs of
the various candidates are shown
on pages six and seven.
Ballots will be counted Wed
nesday evening.

became chair upon Robinson's
resignation.
Gallagher's new duties will
include being the recognized
spokesperson for the 315,000
students in the California State
Universities and Colleges before
the Governor's office. State
Legislature, and the CSUC Board
of Trustees.
During the eighteen year
history of the CSUCSPA this is

the first time a school with less
than 10,000 students has occupied
the number one student
leadership position. California
State College, San Bernardino
has
approximately
4,000
students.
Gallagher's tenure as Chair
will run through June when the
next scheduled elections of the
Associations leadership will take
place.

Cal Stote professor dies
Dr. Florence Mote, professor of
education at Cal State, San
Bernardino, died Sunday, April
17 in Victor Valley Hospital
following a brief illness.
Dr. Mote, 64, who served as
dean of the School for Education
during 1975-76, was well known to
teachers and educators in the
area. As coordinator of first the
elementary education program
and then the early childhood
program at Cal State, she
supervised the placement of
student teachers in
many
surrounding school districts.
Services were held at 11 a.m.,
Thursday in the Church of the
Valley Presbyterian Church in
Apple Valley.
Dr. Mote and her husband
Morris, a retired Merchant
Marine captain, lived in Hesperia
for the past five years.

In addition to her husband. Dr.
Mote is survived by a son. The
Rev. David Mote of Provo, Utah;
a daughter, Mrs. Linda Sanchez
of San Francisco, four ^andchildren, three sisters and a
brother.
A former elementary teacher,
prinicpal and consultant. Dr.
Mote came to Cal State in 1967,
two years after the college
opened, to coordinate the
elementary credential program.
She later went on to develop the
early childhood education
jrogram.
Dr. Mote was a "pioneer" in
other ways at Cal State. She was
the first woman to serve as the
dean of a school, the major
academic division of the college;
the first woman to be appointed a

tenured full professor, the first
woman elected by the college to
the Statewide Academic Senate
and the first woman elected to the
college-wide retention,
f«*omotion and tenure committee,
the major faculty committee on
campus.
Dr. Mote earned her M.A. and
Ed.D. degrees in education at
Stanford University. Her B.A. in
music was from the University of
Washington.
In additon to teaching at
Stanford, she opened its campus
elementary school and was
jrincipal for five years. She also
helped to establish the elemen
tary credential program at
Stanford. She spent 16 years in
the Palo Alto School system
(1950-65) as curriculum con
sultant and elementary principal.
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News
CSUCSPA needs
Chancellor Liaison
The California State University
and Colleges Student Presidents
Association (CSUCSPA) an
nounces that the position of
Liaison to the Chancellor and the
Board of Trustees for the
California Slate University and
Colleges Student Presidents
Association is vacant.
The Liaison will be responsible
for presenting the student
opinion, as developed by the
CSUCSPA, to all appropriate
personnel in the C5UC Office of
ihe Chancellor. The Liaison will
develop lines of conununication
with all Chancellor's Office
personnel that are directly or
indirectly involved in issues that
affect students.
The Liaison will attempt to
work closely with the Chan
cellor's designated represen
tative to the CSUCSPA.
He-she will work directly with
the Chancellor when necessary.
The Liaison will meet
periodically with Chancellor's
Office personnel, and will attend
all Board of Trustees meetings.

He-she will be expected to
attend all CSUCSPA meetings
and deliver monthly reports.
The Liaison will analyze and
make recommendations on
Board of Trustee's deliberations
and assist the (iSUCSPA in
developing and presenting
position statements to the Board.
The salary for the Liaison is
$250 per month. Travel and daily
per diem costs are provided by
the
Student
Presidents
Association. The Liaison must be
a student and is a part time
position requiring an overall
average of 20 hours per week.
The application must be received
by May 6, 1977. All applications
must be mailed to;
Scott P. Plotkin, Legislative
Advocate
CSUC Student Presidents
Association
1107 9th Street, No. 1031
Sacramento, CA 95814
Applications are available at
the ASB Trailer and Student
Activities Office, SS-143.

v e f e r a n ' s news

Air quality and economic development forum tomorrow
uai ;siate, San Bernardino will
offer extension credit in
economics for persons attending
"As We Live and Breathe," a
forum on air quality and regional
economic development
tomorrow.
Students may register at 9 a.m.
at the forum, held in the San
Bernardino Convention Center.
Class fee for .6 CEU credits in
economics is $6. The forum will
run from 9:45 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Twenty-five participants from
regional, state and federal
agencies and private industry
will cover such aspects of air
quality as costs-benefits of
pollution control, long range
planning for air quality, and
regional economic vitality.
Robert E. Boldt, deputy
regional administrator of the
Federal Energy Administration,
San Francisco, will discuss
implications for Southern
C^hfornia of President Jimmy
Carter's April 20 energy
statement to Congress as part of
the morning panel on regional air
quality challenges.
The public will participate in
one of five concurrent workshops
on regional air quality alter-

Home loon benefits due to change
By TB Tucker

The California Department of
Veterans Affairs is currently
attempting to improve its farm
and home loan benefits program.
Beginning on May 1, 1977 several
modifications
of
existing
programs as well as new
{X'ogram offerings will become
effective.
Special efforts are being made
to reduce the length of time for
processing loan applications.
Ai^raisals will be made within
two weeks from the application
filing date. This will be possible
due to the development of an
independent fee appraisal panel
which will |X*ovide back-up ap
praisal services in various parts
of California during peak work
periods.
Realtors have sometimes
steered veterans away from the
Cal-Vet E*rogram because it is too
much of a hassle. The Depart
ment is simplifying the iM'ocess
and stepping up their outreach
program. They are meeting with
realtors and realtists groups, an^
housing
and
community
development departments to
increase their knowledge and
understanding of how to use the
Cal-Vet home loan programs.
New offices are being established
and others are being relocated to
make them more accessible.
Because of the increasing cost
of real estate and limited housing
in some areas, many veterans
cannot afford a new house. The
best buys are often among older
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homes which sometimes are in
need of repair. In response to
these problems, the Department
is lowering the Cal-Vet interest
rate to 5.6 percent and beginning
a new program of "conditional
loan commitments" that will
allow veterans to buy a home that
may need some improvements to
bring the propierty up to code.

and conditional commitment
loans deal with construction
which must go out to bid. The
Department is generating and
updating lists of identified
veteran contractors and con
tractors ^ploying a high per
centage of veterans and-or
p)articipatii^ in the Veterans
Apprenticeship Program.

CSCSB given
reflecting pool
and fountain

The home can be purchased
"as is" and ten the Department
will grant the money to make the
home improvements of $500.00 or
more. If the home in its "as is"
condition is habitable, the
veteran must meet the oc
cupancy requirement. If not, the
veteran will have within 30 days
of completion of the im
provements to move in.
To make the program
respwnsive to more needs, of
veterans, the purchasers mil be
encouraged to employ veterans,
where the home unprovonents

ACNE SCARS, PITS
FRENCH HERBAL HOME SKIN
PLANING TREATMENT
Writot

HERBS FOR YOUTH
Bn 1214 HoHyweed. Fta JM22

Cal State, San Bernardino has
received a ^,000 gift to construct
a large rejecting pool and
fountain at its new Creative Arts
Building.
The donation is from Jay
Dewey Harnish, retired architect
and former partner in Harnish,
Morgan and Causey, Ontario.
The firm designed the Cal State
residence halls, student union
and bookstore and was recently
named the college's master plan
architect.
The lighted pwol will measure
23 by 52 feet and will be located
near the building's frqnt en
trance, Water will be recir
culated and electricity used will
be minimal, according to Dr.
Joseph Thomas, vice president
for administration.
The Oeative Arts Building,
new home of the music and
drama departments, will of
ficially opien in the fall. However
the drama dep>artment will hold
its first production in the
building's 143-seat theatre May 12
throi^ 21.

Typing

25 years experience
Tapes transcribed
accurate, dependable
reasonable rates
783-1131
QrandTarraee

natives in me areas of tran
sportation, community planning,
energy resource development,
employment and health in the
afternoon.
The forum is sponsored by the
League of Women Voters under a
grant from the Environmental
Protection Agency.
To make a luncheon reser
vation (2.50) and to pre-register
for the April 27 forum, persons
should send their lunch payment
and an indication on which af
ternoon workshop they wish to
attend to the Air Quality Forum
Coordinator, League of Women
Voters, 569 N. Mt. View, Suite 250,
San Bernardino 92401, by April
25.

The Cal State extension credit
is not degree applicable but may
be used by the student for career
advancement or professional
growth, Cal State faculty co
ordinator Dr. Joe Janczyk,
assistant professor of economics,
said. Registration for the ex
tension class will be taken at the
door only.
Faculty taking p)art in the
forum are Dr. Amer El-Ahraf,
chairman of the Department of
Health Science and Human
Ecology, and Dr. Margaret
Gibbs, associate professor.
Department of Public Ad
ministration.

ASB Judicial Board is
now established
By Ray Byers

The ASB Judicial Board is now
established and active consistent
with Article IV, Section 3 and ByI^w 8 of the ASB Constitution,
according to Chief Justice Paul
Giguere.
The Board has judicial
authority over ail student
organizations and office holders.
The Judicial Board has the
authority to take disciplinary
action against organizations and
individuals, which can include
probation, suspension of charter
privileges, denial of access to
ASB funds for a period of 30 days

or recommend the revocation oi
an organizations charter.
Any ASB member with a
grievance against at ASB
Government body, related
organization or office holder,
may file a Petition for Judicial
Action against the organization
or individual.
The petitioner must be an in
dividual who is directly affected
by, or who is a member of an
organization that is directly
affected by, the action for which
the review is requested.
Petitions for Judicial Action
may be obtained from the ASB
Government Office.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, April 26

Christian Life Club, 12 noon, C-125.
Acrobatics Club organizational meeting, 12 noon, C-104.
Faculty Senate, 3 p.m., LC-500 (S).
Gay Student Union, 3 p.m., PS-106.
Inter-Organlzational Council, 5 p.m., C-219.

Wednesday, April 27

Elections, South-side Library.
Creative Writing Conference, 8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m., LC-500
(S&L).
Newman Club. 12 noon, C-219.
Accounting Club Speaker: Pat Price on "Use of'Computer in
Accounting and Auditing." 12 noon, PS-202.
Creative WritingConference, 12 noon-1:30 p.m., C-104.
Mystery Movie Series: "Slight Case of Murder," 1 p.m.,
Library.
Gay Student Union, 3 p.m., PS-122.

Thursday, April 28

Elections, South-side Library.
New Education Club, 12 noon. C-104.
Distinguished Lecturer: Dr. Daniel Rosenthal, 1 p.m., PS-10.
Asian-American Students Club, 2 p.m., LC-204.
Woodpushers Anonymous, 7 p.m.-midnight, SS-Atrium.
ASB Executive Cabinet, 7:30 p.m., LC-500 (S). ,

Friday, April 29

ASB Movie: "Logan's Run" (Rated PG), 6-10:30 p.m.,
PS-10; poetry reading session follows movie.

Saturday, April 30

English Equivalency Examination, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., LC-500 (S).
Qraudate Comprehensive Examination, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.,
LC-39.
American Chemical Society Scholarship Examination, 1:305 p.m., PS-122.
Tennis Tournament, 7:30-8 p.m.

Sunday, May 1

Tennis Tournament, 7:30-8 p.m.

Monday, May 2

Alpha Kappa Psi, 12 noon, LC-256.
Serrano Village Council, 5 p.m., C-219.
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News

ABC's
of
journalism
Night student helps others

Benciiwarmer

By Linda Wattson

By Clover C. Sheepcorn 111

Hi Bubba! I mentioned last
week that I've got me one night
class and it's not too bad.
However, it does cause me some
p-oblems!! The biggest problem
is that I have become real
popular among the night stu
dents. Now you say why should
that Iwther someone with my
capabilities? Because they know
I have day classes I have become
a night folks gofer. Mainly I gofer
books at the bookstore. If that
darn store would open up at night
so these night folks could buy
their own books it sure would
make my life simpler.
I ranember one singing weird
dude with long hair and beard
who wore sunglasses in the
shower. (I've been taking one
minute showers to save water.
Have ya'll?) This dude asked me
if I would buy him a bursar card.
I asked him what in the heck was
a bursar card and he said it was a
card you paid five dollars for and
you could buy things up to five
dollars with it. It just didn't make
sense to me why he couldn't use
money. No no, he says, the Art
Department won't accept money,
just that card. Just like the Art
Department ain't it?
Anyway he said I could buy the
card at the bursar's office. It
figures you get a bursar's card at
the bursar's office. But I ask you,
did you ever hear of a bursar's
office before coming to^ this
campus? I haven't, and it took
me a whole day to find it.
What I can't figure out is why,
since the night students represent
one third of the population on this
campus, they don't get the same
services as day students. They
pay the same amount of money
don't they? Then I think it's about
time they got the same benefits!!
I wonder what excuse the ad
ministration uses when con
fronted with this issue????????
This week in hte paper it is
obvious that there is some kind of
student body elections going on.
Student government manages to
pay for people to write for the
PawPrInt and for secretaries.
Spring Flops, Moyies, etc. then
why can't they pay for someone

to work part time in the bookstore
at night. Then the night students
could start to benefit from the
fees they pay. I hope you can
didates are listening I! I Stop
being prejudiced, open your eyes
and ear and think of the night
students.
One of the biggest gripes
among the night students is the
limited selection of classes to
choose from. With the ever
increasing need to woric more,
more students will be coming to
school at night. If this campus
expands it's night course of
ferings they might be suriM-ised
at the upsurge in funds they could
make off of night students.
Have ya'll seen the Indian art
exhibit in the Art Gallery? No,
the Gallery ain't in the new
Creative Arts building dummy,
it's stuck away next to the
bookstore. Go see the exhibit, it's
interesting and worthwhile.
Just a few quick comment.
Have you heard that the Post
Office is considering dropping
their sixth day of work, Saturday.
I don't mind that, but they want
to drop down to five days work
and still charge us more for the
same lousy service. What used to
take six days to get here will now
take ten days.
That grass around the Creative
Arts building is still beautiful.
The rest of the clover in the rest
of the area is rapidly turning
green also. But thats the good old
American way. Anything thats in
short supply — use up quick!!!I
Vince the Vet got caught and
had to drop his 12 units of PE and
is now taking 15 units of in
dependent study. For some
reason he hasn't been getting any
checks.
My apologies to the print shop
and the staff of the PawPrint for
the appearance of this paper. But
what can you expect when you
use an A^er typewriter in the
coUege typing room.
Well, I think I'll close for now
with this thought. I can see
nothing plain; everythings a
mystery. So you campus cops I
don't know why you keep leaving
all those five dollar tickets on my
jeep window when I make my
own spot in the back partking lot.

Over the past year and a half I have worked with this paper in various
capacities; writer, reporter, photographer, lay-out person. The first
three categories are quite typical. The last, lay-out person, has been quite
an education.
In order to get a newspaper printed, there are numerous steps involved.
Primarily, the first thing that is needed is a human being who is willing to
donate his time and energy to writing. If there is no "copy" as they say in
the business, there is nothing to print. And nothing to print, in its simplest
meaning, means nothing to print or, no newspaper.
Since we do want a paper, we dig up people who have discovered at one
point or another they need some sort of a release by which to express
themselves. Often, the written word suffices as an outlet for those with
neuroses, and so, they drop into the PawPrint office like bird matter from
the sky and offer their services. The pay is either minimal or less than
that which is zero, so those who do contribute cannot be called the
forerunners of financial wizardry, or for that matter the forerunners of
anything else.
(ContlniMd on Pago 4)

A free one-day workshop in
energy conservation, developed
for educators, is being offered
&turday, May 14, by Cal State,
San Bernardino in cooperation
with the Southern California
Edison Co.
Interested teachers and ad
ministrators, kindergarten
dirou^ college, are asked to
submit an ai^Iication before May
2.

Dr. Kenneth Mantei, associate
wofessor and chairman of the
Chemistry Department, is
coordinating the program, which
includes lectures, films, exhibits
and discussion of the needs and
alternatives in the energy crisis.
Governmental policies, per
sonal transportation, solar
aiergy and residential energy
management are among the
topics.

The sessions will be held from
8:15 a.m. to 5 p.m. in LC-500.
Materials and lunch are fiirnished without charge.
Participants wishing to~^earn
one unit of extension credit in
natural sciences must pay $6.
Full information on the
program may be obtained
throi^ the Cal State Office of
Continuing Education.

Horoscope

Aries — Do people run when they see you approach? Do your plants wilt
when you talk to them? Do you remember the Green Phantom commercials
of a few years ago? Well, I don't.
Taurus — You will go see Airport "77, the next day you will be in a plane
crash. You will go see Rocky, next day you will l>e beaten up. I suggest you
go see Deep Throat.
Gemini — I see an omen in your future: a lucky sign. This sign will guide you
throughout the rest of your life. The sign: "Red Xing."
Cancer — Don't be so crabby.
Leo — You are renowned for your good taste in music until you announce thai
your favorite song is 'Meow, Meow. Meow, Meow,..."
Virgo — I don't even want to talk about you.
Libra — If you are caught picking your nose, please don't pretend you are
chewing Spearmint gum. Libran celebrities include Bugs Bunny and Francis
the Talking Mule.
Scorpio — Tomorrow you will solve the world's hunger problem, resolve the
trouble in the Middle East, and cure Billy Carter of belching.
Sagittarius — Today for excitement you can jump in a pit and yell, "VWiy?"
Capricorn — For you I have good news aid bad news. The good news:
Jesus was aCapricom. The bad news; So was RIchad Nixon.
Aquarius — If you feel unwanted, unloved, unneeded and uncaed for. you
might wonder. "Are five day deodorant pads really for me?"
Pisces — For a good time call 377-0646, ask for "Rex." For a mediocre time
eat at the Commons. For an absolutely rotten time read the Hatt-Morrow
exchange on "music."

PUT
YOUR FEET
ON THE STREET
IN SOME NEW
TREADS FROM

IPRO-Keds'
This style-setting line-up of new treads from
PRO-Keds® is sure to put you in the winning tra
dition for 1977. PRO-Keds® quality and durability
features include padded collar, foam cushioned lining
and arch support, terry cloth covered insole, padded
tongue, heavy duty eyestay, and a variety of specially de
signed skid-proof molded outsoles. Even if you don't win the
PRO-Keds® Machine, you'll always be a winner when you're
wearing PRO-Keds®

TROPHY DELUXE

REGISTER NOW AT ONE OF THESE PARTICIPATING PRO-KEDS® DEALERS
Apple Valley:
Cathedral City:
China:
Corona:
Crestline:
Hemet:

R and I Footwear
John's Bootery
Siiva's Buster Brown
Henson's Shoes
Mountaineer Sportswear
Stirdivant Shoes

Palm Desert:
Palm Springs:
Pomona:
San Jacinto:
Riverside:

The Instep
Palm Springs Dept. Store
Freeman's Shoes
Beauty Racquet
Jr. Shoetown - 2 Locations
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Features

Science & Health

ABC's of journalism

Gonorrhea can be cured
David K. Hendrtcksen

Part three of a five part series.
Hie first description of gonorrhea
ai^ears in Leviticus of the Old
Testament and was probably
written about 1500 6. C. Much
later, Hippocrates considered
gonorrhea to result from "excess
indulgence in the pleasures of
Venus," so the disease has been
known for a long time.
Unlike syphilis, however, the
first significant worldwide
epidemic did not occur until after
World War I. Since that time, and
especially after other wars, the
Incidence
has
increased
dramatically. In 1975, some
900,000 cases were reported but
since a great many cases treated
by private physicians go
unreported, estimates of the
actual total number of new cases
for that year range from two and
one half to six million.
This disease, commonly called
"the clap," "a dose," or "G.C.,"
is caused by a pus-for
ming
bacterium
which
grows
well
on
mucous
membranes.
These
are
{X'otective linings of those areas
rarely or never exposed to the
outside world, including such
structures as the mouth, throat,
vagina, urethra, and anal canal.
During sexual activity, of
course, these membranes and
their secretions are brought into
contact and transmission of the
bacteria may occur; however the
organism does not always gain a
"foothold" during the contact
with an infected partner. In fact,
it is thought that males have a
tweity to fifty percent chance of
infection from a single contact
with an infected partner, while
the estimates for females rai^e
from forty percoit to nearly IOC
percent if she is using the "pill"
for contraception.
In females, early symptoms
are frequently not jx'onounced
and women may not be aware
that they carry the infection.
Some estimate that fifty to ninety
percent of women are asymp
tomatic. If present, symptoms
usually begin two to e^t days
after contact, at which time she
may notice a mild burning
sensation in the genital region.
with or
without
anal

discharge. At this time, the
disease is localized to the vagina
and cmrix.
The infection may spread
through the uterus to the
Fallopian tubes, and from there
to the ovaries and the pelvis.
Infection of the tubes may be
quite painful, or the pain and
fever may be passed off as a
stomach upset. Without treat
ment, the symptoms may
diminish, although the disease
continues unabated. Even with
successful antibiotic treatment,
the Fallopian
tubes are
frequently not patent after such
an infection, a condition which
results in sterility. Occasionally,
even with prolonged, intense
medical treatment, surgical
removal of the Fallopian tubes,
ovaries, and uterus is necessary
to eliminate the disease.
If an infected woman gives
birth, the infant may contract the
organism, especially in its eyes.
Blindness can result, however,
this is iM-evented by treating the
eyes with » silver nitrate solution
or antibiotics inunediately after
birth.
The early symptoms of
gonorrhea in males are normally
much more evident. Usually
three to five days after exposure,
a clear discharge will be noted
from the penis, followed in one or
two days by a thick, creamy,
i^ually white discharge ac
companied by a burning pain
during urination. If prompt
treatment is not obtained, the
disease may six*ead from the
urethra to the prostate gland and
seminal vessicles. The -vas
deferens and epididymis may
also become involved with
resulting sterility.
In both men and woman, the
bacteria may enter the blood
stream and cause a severe ar
thritis or a type of heart infection
known as endocarditis.
Gonorrhea is easUy treated,
especially if caught in its early
stages. Anyone who suspects that
they may have a venereal disease
should go immediately to a
doctor, health clinic, or VD clinic.
We will discuss what to e3q>ect at
these clinics in two weeks. On our
campus, of course, Uie Health
Center is immediately available.

(CentlnuMi from Pago 3)

"Copy," the tyi^d and printed word, is what those who print news
papers lust after like Linda Lovelace and Harry Reems, and with almost
as much zeal. Once we have acquired the typed pages and corrected
them, we take the precious stuff to the Printers who "typeset" the golden
verbiage.
Typesetting, a seemingly simple ix-ocess, has succeeded to astound me.
There, in a grubby little room in downtown Colton, "Hub of Industry,
Center of Progress," pages and pages of chicken scratchings
metamorphose into clean, crisp columns of black upon white. I'll never
know what the machine does in order to get columns with even edges.
Nonetheless, it does happen witti a regu^ity that would put Milk of
Magnesia to shame.
The best part about the little columns is that whoever is laying out the
paper can tell the typesetters just exactly what they want. If I decided I
want the things I've written to be one column wide, I simply tell them.
That's the normal fare, but it is possible to have the copy set into two or
three columns wide depending upon the size of your ego for that par
ticular day.
Once these long, sinewy strips issue forth from the machine, they are
wet and sloK)y and need todry. While they dry, the lay-out person attends
to other duties. There is a piece of paper with hundreds of lines on it that
is the same size as the sheet of newsprint which is included in the final
paper. The paper is white and the lines are blue. The blue lines do not
show up when the whole page is photographed after it has been com
pleted. It's kind of the same theory as the "invisible man" when they put
him in an outfit of washout blue and he doesn't show up on TV which
seems stupid to put nothing on the screen, but which is really okay since
the sponsors of Captain Crunch and Count Dracula Flakes make money
on nothing anyway so it all works out.
This piece of paper offers the person laying out the newspaper precise
boundaries to follow. There are columns marked on the paper one column
wide across the sheet. This allows the lay-out person to evenly and
exactly "lay-out" the crisp, clean columns of black upon white that the
noisy machine in the corner regurgitates.
(Cofrtlnutd on Pago 7 )

BMC 'lots of fun
By Vern Gunther
President, BMC

Do you think that members of a
National Business Fraternity
don't have fun? If so, consider
this schedule of activities. We
were involved in Career
Guidance Day held last Thur
sday, April 14. If you missed it,
you missed a chance for some
free valuable information on
current and future job market
conditions.
Saturday, April 16, the
Business Management Club
sponsored a party and picnic at
Glen Helen Park. You had to be
there to realize all the fun we had.
I hope you didn't miss these two
events — but if you did, let me tell
you about some of our upcoming
fraternity parties.

COUPON

£
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nXKA&SALAII
speciAii

THIS COUPON GOOD ON ANY MONDAY—TUESDAY—WEDNESDAY IN APRIL
BRING THIS COUPON AND ENJOY OUR
REGULAR 8" DEEP-PAN CHEESE PIZZA
PLUS, a "create your own" salad
from our new salad bar (a $2.85 value) f o r . . .

ONLY

^fibe Spa^fbettiJUiU
Sun-Thurs 11 am-10 pm, FrI-Sat 11 am-ll pm - 236 West Highland, San Bernardino
Also try our Delicious Spaghetti, Ravioli, Lasagne, Sandwiches, and SpwIal Salads

Saturday, April 30, is set aside
for our Forest Falls party. It's a
potluck dinner and BYOB party,
for current members of IOTA
OMICRON Chapter and alumni
members, and faculty and staff
members of the School of Ad
ministration. Anyone interested
in joining AKPsi is invited to
come.
At our January potluck held in
Riverside we had a lot of people
interested in business there and
everyone had a great time. These
parties provide an excellent
chance for potential new
members of Alpha Kappa Psi to
see what fun we have, and to
meet others who have an interest
in business.
The fraternity is open to men
and

women

Administration

majors at Cal State San Bernardino. Our initiation this
quarter will be Saturday, May 14.
If you are interested in joining
Alpha Kappa Psi, please leave
your name and phone number
with Jennifer in Room 142, Ad
ministration Building, and a
fraternity officer will call you
with more information.
On Sunday, May 15, the San
Bernardino Chapter will join the
use chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi
for a trip to Disneyland.
Saturday, May 21, and Sunday,
May 22, is s^eduled for an
overnight party at Lake
Silverwood. We plan to have a
fantastic party there, unless they
drain the lake ~ and even if they
do, we'll still have a good time.
Sign up now with Jennifer in
Ad-142 for any and all activities.

I Hatetrayeling alone?
Don't stay at home!

Why not join oth'er young adults for
an unregimented, easy-going
adventure in Europe this summer?

Call us at

(714) 523-3412
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Feminist News: Women employees hove rights
By Sydneye Moser-James

The following article is
reprinted from the Women's
Rights Handbook, prepared by
the California Attorney General,
Evelle J. Younger. From time to
time, I will run excerpts from this
very excellent guide to women's
rights and California law.
For copies of this book, write
lo:
Public InouuV Unit, 555
Capitol Malt, Suite
290,
Sacramento, California, 95814

Equal Pay for Equal Work

Federal and California laws
require that employers pay equal
wages and benefits to men and
women employees who are
performing substantially the
same work. There cannot be a
different pay scale for women
employees from the pay scale for
male employees. A woman

m/«.« e
«"pwyee put out plans, vacation or holiday pay,
overtime or shift differentials,
rerfori
exerUon,
^rform extra tasks and duties I»id lunch periods, sick leave
^d carry more responsibilities time and pay and classes given
general, it is lawful to pay a on company time. Some courts
have required employers who
higher wage for that job
have health and accident benefits
Benews
plans covering illnesses not
The requirement of equal uav related to the job to also cover
means more than equal wa^c loss of work due to pregnancy of
employees.
Promotions, transfer and
advf n
commissions, seniority systems established by
advances, draws, guarantees
employer payments for in an employer must provide
women with equal chance for
surance, pension or retirement

Many employers can give
you the answer. Because to fill

employers, looking for demon
strated leadership, rate "Army
officer" above most other
qualifications. Or why careerminded college students so
often take Army ROTC.

Two-Year Program
for Sophomores

Cinco de Mayo

psychology at UC, Irvine; and
Gloria Macias Harrison, editor
and publisher of El Chicano, a
weekly newspaper.
After activities in the Com
mons patio include the teatro
group, Los Terrones; the
mariachis,
Los
Luceros;.
breaking of the pinatas and
Ballet Folklorico Teotihuacan. A
baseball tournament concludes
the afternoon.
The dance, featuring The Inca,
will be from 8 p.m. Ull midnight
in the small gym on campus.
An exhibit of Chicano art will
be shown on the first and fourth
floors of the Library throughout
the week.

Firing Practices

It is illegal for an employer to
fire a woman employee merely
because she is a woman. It does
not matter that the employer
uses another reason for firing the
woman if the real reason is
because of her sex. However, if
an employer can show a
legitimate reason for firing, such
as an employee who has a p)oor
record or has Iroken company
rules, the employer may lawfully
fire that employee.

Hmyou everconsidered how'AmwofficM-"
would lookonyour job application?

employee doing equal work with
a male employee should receive
the same p>ay as the male em
ployee.
"Equal work" does not mean
that the work must be identical.
The test of equal work is the
actual job requirements: do two
jobs require the same skills,
effort, responsibilities and
similar working conditions? If so,
the same wages and benefits
should apiply to those two jobs
regardless of different titles or
job classifications assigned by
the employer. "Skill" means
experience, training, education
and ability needed for a job.
"Effort" means the amount of
pdiysical or mental work needed
for the job. If a particular job

All students are invited to join
ihe celebration of Cinco de Mayo,
featuring
speakers,
entenainment, food booths, a
baseball tournament and a
dance.
All events planned by the
campus chapter of MEChA are
free. The only charge is for the
tamales, laquitos, bunuelos,
Mexican bread and other foods
sold in the booths.
Morning spyeakers, beginning
at 9:15 a.m.. May 5, in the
gymnasium, are Dr. Eliud
Martinez, professor of literature
and language at the University of
California, Riverside; Ricardo
Mendoza, doctoral candidate in

advancement. Certain types of
seniority systems have bewi held
to be unlawful, such as losing
your seniority in order to get a
transfer, and separate male lines
of promotion.
The law protects women's
ri^ts to fair and equal fi-eatment
at all levels of employment. If
certain business or company
practices appear to be legal but
in practice operate more harshly
and unreasonably against women
than men, those company
practices may be illegal.

responsible jobs, they often look
for coU^e graduates who have
held responsible positions.
As an Army officer, you will
shoulder greater responsibilities
far earlier than most other collie
graduates — responsibilities for
men, fnoney and materials.
This means giving your
absolute best and getting the
people you supervise or command
to give theirs.
It's no wonder that many

College sophomores can
apply for the special Two-Year
Program, right now. You'll
attend a six-week basic camp
with pay. Approximately $500.
Do well and you can
qualify for the Army ROTC
Advanced Course in the fall.
Do exceptionally well, and you
may be heading back to college
with a two-year full tuition
scholarship.
So, weigh carefully what
you want and then decide how
"Army officer" would look on your
job application.
For more information:

a

m

LEARN WHAT ITTAKESTO LEAD.
4RGT.60
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Candidates' statements
ASB President

Kevin Gallagher
Students,
I
am
Kevin
Gallagher,
current
ASB
President and I am running for a
second term of office as ASB
President.
As ASB President this year
what are some of the ac
complishments of the current
administration?
1) After years of delay the
Student Union Building will open
next fall and offer a variety of
services including a Pub serving
beer on campus.
2) Our Child Care Center will
receive more state assistance
due to our efforts in the
legislature. Next year will also
see the construction of a $150,000
permanent Child Care facility on
campus.

3) We had success in the Fall
opening the cafeteria for night
students. ASB also at the end of
last quarter opened up an
evening services office.
4) ASB is currently pressing for
voting representation on the
Faculty Senate so that students in

the future will be able to provide
input concerning issues such as
the new grading system.
5) On the State level San
Bernardino currently has three
students on statewide com
mittees, and I am the Chariman
of the CSUC Student Body
Presidents Association. This is
the first time in the twenty year
history of the Association that a
school with less than 10,000
students has occupied the
number one student leadership
position in our system. We were
also successful in killing a
proposed $10.00 fee increase for
our system.
What are my goals for next
year?
1) Effective and efficient
utilization of our new $900,000
Student Union facility.
2) A special targeting of a
quality activities program for
next year, with more student
participation in desiging the
program.
3) Expanding initial efforts in
evening services.
4) A total governmental re
organization, and new con
stitution. Our present govern
mental system is frankly
inadequate and inefficient.
5) Continuation of new
publicity efforts and periodic
reports written by me in the
student newspaper.
I believe that overall this years
ASB was successful in many
areas. My administration had its
share of problems, but we were,
and will be willing to identify
iroblems, and react to valid
criticism from the campus
community. I ask you to once
again vote for Kevin Gallagher as
ASB President.

Treasurer

Tracy Figuraa
I'm Tracy Figueroa and I am
running for the office ASB
Treasurer. Not only am I very
willing to do my very best for
CSCSB students, I also feel that I
am very qualified for the
Treasurer's position.
My qualifications are 1) I
worked for two years at a large
furniture company working with
accounts receivable, debits,
credits, daily sales reports, and
collection. 2) I served for two
quarters as ASB Senate
Secretary and am familiar with
the budgeting processes. 3) I am
currently a member of the
CSCSB Student Union Committee
which is organizing all gover
nance and budgetary areas for
the opening of the Union next
quarter. 4) I have also recently
been apoointed to the ASB Senate
which deals regularly with the
ASB budget and all of its
allocations. 5) I am currently
enrolled in my third quarter of
the Political Science, Student
Government class.

ASB Vice President

Doug Cole
My name is Doug Cole and I'm
a candidate for ASB Vice
President. I've got the ex
perience, knowledge, ability and
desire to be a damn good Vice
President. I'm not hard to get
along with and have even been
accused of being a pretty good
guy a time or two. I've never
missed, nor been late for a Senate
meeting since I've held office
while, of my of^wnents, the one
who has held an office cannot
claim perfect attendance and the
other has never held an ASB
office.
I am the most qualified of those
who are running for the office of
ASB Vice President. Among
other things, I have been:
President, RCC Vets Club {197576); Member, RCC Student Body
Forum (1975-76); Member
Gamma Sigma-RCC
chapter
(1974-75); Treasurer, CSCSB
Econ Club (1976-77); ASB
Senator-at-Large, CSCSB (197677) and; member and Chairman
pro-tem, Appropriations Com
mittee. CSCSB (1976-77) Also, I
have worked on the Blood Co-op,
am student rep on the GeneralEducation Task Force here on
campus, am the student rep on
the Statewide Task Force on
Continuing Education, and a
regular at Racers Tavern.

meglomaniacs.
Here's my platform:
1) Take the bullshit out of
student government. As chair
man of the Senate, I will make
sure that business is taken care of
in a prompt serious manner.
Student government should not
be considered a joke. What's so

funny about dispersing ap
proximately $70,000 a year?
2) Reform or abolish the IOC.
The IOC retards an organizations
ability to receive money or
support from the rest of the ASB.
3) Amend the Constitution so
that a "check" can be applied to
the Judicial Board., Every
te-anch of government must be
responsible for their actions.
4) Continue to support the
att^pts made by ASB President
Gallagher to insure the ASB is
more supportive of the night
students.
5) Insure that all ASB activities
that in any way affect the student
body are publicized. Students
must know what their govern
ment is doing for (to?) them.
6) Monitor and, whenever
possible, work with the Ad
ministration and Faculty to stay
abreast of any activities or
proposed changes that may af
fect the student body.
In short, there are a lot of
things I want to see done. The
present Vice President, Fred
Deharo, has done an exemplary
job this year. I want to insure that
things continue in this vein, that
in no way will ASB suffer from a
change in its elected officials. If
I'm elected government won't
suffer; that I promise you.

Paul G. Martinez
As a candidate for AS Vice
President, I would like to in
troduce myself. My name is Mr.
Paul G. Martinez and I will be a
senior next year. I am also
presently junior cfes president
and a member of the Executive
Cabinet here at Cal State. Being
involved as class president and a
member of the Executive Cabinet
for two years here at Cal state, I
feel that I now have the
knowledge and experience
necessary to be effective as an AS
officer.
I have not nm for AS office in
the past three years because I
wanted to first be capable of
being effective and qualified to a
necessary level that this type of
office requires and now I feel I
am ready as ever to do a good job
as AS Vice President.
As a candidate, I could promise
to do many things of which the

Oena
Baca

I feel that the position of ASB
Treasurer has been grossly
neglected in the past and it is now
time to get someone into that
position who is willing to do the
job properly as stated in the ASB
By-Law No 2 and the ASB Code of
Fiscal Procedures. I am willing
and ready to do this.

Though I've been involved in
all types and degrees of student
oriented government, I'm proud
to say I'm not a politician, nor do
I ever intend to be one. I do like
being involved in student
government, but at the same
time
I
loathe
politics,
t) u r e a u c r a c i e s ,
and

No statement submitted.

student body would like to hear,
but instead of making fal^
promises, I do promise to do the
most efficient job that I can
possibly do as vice president and
more specifically get the job done
of which I am required to do in
our school constitution.

I do have new ideas to con
tribute to our student govern
ment — such as (1) exact
scheduling of the winter and
spring class offerings at the time
of Fall registratin, also (2) nightstudents access to the bookstore
and cafeteria which will require
opening evenings hours these two
facilities. (3) Keeping ASfunds at
the present cost or level and
raising funds by other means
such as concerts, marathons,
festivals (Renaissance).
Taking these ideas along with
my past involvement as well as
much needed experience, I feel
that I am most qualified for this
office: So show up at the polls and
vote for your choice — Martinez
for VP.
Thank you,
Mr. Paul G. Martinez
Candidate for
AS Vice Pres.

Judicial Rep.

Jeff Baker
Having been the Judicial
Representative for 1976-77, I ask
that you return me to this position
for 1977-78. My experience in this
office best qualifies me for this
position. There are certain
projects that I would like to see
finished, notably a constitutional
amendment removing
the
secretary from the Executive
Cabinet, as well as a complete
constitutional rewrite that would
change ASB government from a
bicameral
system
to
a
unicameral system.
I have put in a great deal of
time for A.S.B. and will continue
to do so in the future. Please
return JEFF BAKER to the

position of Judicial Representative.
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Fea tares

lunior Class Pres.

amela Miller

The dilemma of apathy still
to prevail on this campus,
sident students complain that
re is nothing on campus for
1 to enjoy. Other students are
icampus only to attend classes,
ab a quick cup of coffee and
rn to work. And still other

students are only here at night,
tired from working all day and
eager to go home. In most cases,
the only activity that involves all
of these students is the paying of
approximately $20 per year on AS
funds.
Instead of just complaining, I
decided to toy to change things by
running for this office. As your
junior class president, I hope to
stimulate your interest and in
volvement in your campus. But
I'll need your help. First, I'll need
your vote on April 27 and 28.
Second, if I am elected, I need
your in put. I cannot know what
your interests are unless you are
willing to share your ideas with
me. Please feel free to contact
me directly on campus or
through the ASH office.
Together, we can make our
time at Cal State San Bernardino
pleasurable and memorable.
Thank you.

bphomore Senator

orio Inzunza
iHola! My name is Mario Inainza, I am currently senator of
Freshman Class, a member
if (he Rules Committee, Student
Services Committee and member
if the MEChA Club. I also live
ind work on campus, and as
I, I'm available. The fact that
live on campus helps me to be
'are of the different problems
it may exist at this campus.
Because of the reasons stated
e, I feel that I have gained a
of valuable experience which
enable me to represent you
Setter.
Therefore I urge your support
• April 27 and 28.1 won't make
By promises, but I will try and
lo my best.
Remember vote — MARIO
WZUNZA for SOPHOMORE
CLASS SENATOR.

Soph Class Pres.

Mary Stothis
I was prompted to seek this
position b^ause I feel that there
isimportance in getting involved.
Hie President is a vital office and
Ihope to fulfill it with enthusiasm
and dedication.
The reason that we attend

college is to further our
education, but there is no rule
that says you can't enjoy yourself
in the meantime. That is my focal
point — to be sure that the
sophomore class will have an
opportunity to have a good time.

John Podovick
Hi.
Here at CSCSB we have a
[x-etty unique environment. We
have with us people that not only
have a want to better their
education but alto to come to this
school one must love fresh air. At
least we must because we sure
get it thrown at us enough.

Anyway, I'm here for both. In
achieving my better education I
would also like to have some fun.
That brings us to why I'm here! I
think that being in office, we
could have lots of fun. I will try to
bring a little more entertainment
and pleasure to help get rid of
some of the blaws of school.
Jon Padavick

ABC's of journalism
(Contlnu*d from Paga 4)

Once the copy has dried, it can be cut into appropriate sections relating
to each topic and put through an ingenious device with a whiz-bang red
button and motor that waxes the back in order that it might stick to the
sheet of paper with blue and white lines which help the lay-out person keep
it all straight. The end result is neat, uncorrected columns of written stuff
from people who need to express themselves and play with long sinewy
strips of copy that emerge wet, must be dried, and then ultimately waxed
in order to stick. And stick they do. They stick to your elbows and
eyebrows and shoes. Little bits of stuck up copy are all over the print shop
. and invariably someone has leaned on yours and is walking around with
the headline to Dr. Hendricksen's syphilis article stuck to their knee
which has followed that someone to the head and is now on the floor,
under the urinal where it feels right at home. At home it might be, but
you, the lay-out person, are in the middle of a frantic search like a little old
lady who's lost her denture creme. The results are the same. You go
around the print shop in a chattering, clattering state, looking for the
syphilis headline which is groveling around happily in the urinal un
beknownst to you, who must appeal to the typesetters to do yet another
one. The tall, nice lady who hangs out with the machine that makes t icker
tape in the corner and who is ultimately responsible for headlines is
always nice about doing another head.She's so nice in fact, that you know
she hales you and the goddamn headline more than she would hale the
person who murdered her mother who she wouldn't hate at all since she
didn't ever have a mother but was found instead on a doorstep.
While the headline to Dr. Hendricksen's syphilis article is being re-set,
the other copy has dried and can be waxed so it will stick miserably not
only to the paper lo which it is supposed to, but to knees and the floor of
the urinal as well.
Ahhhh! Now comes the fun part. Since you're waiting for the new
syprfiilis head to emerge from the clicking machine in the corner where
the nice lady who could murder you lives, you've forgotten where the
nice, straight, clean, crisp columns are supposed to go. But it doesn't
matter because someone else has leaned on someone else's headline and
carted it off to the john so you can use their space and it's okay.
Now-for the ingenuity. The columns need to be arranged in some sort of
order in order that the reader be able to make some sense of something
that from its conception made no sense at all. You've all heard of
"fillers" — those snaK>y little devices that say a lot about nothing but
whose sole purpose is not to be witty but rather to fill up space since the
article you're laying out is missing a paragraph becau^ somebody
leaned on it and it stuck and is now on the bottom of someone. When no
fillers are available, it is possible to "cut and stretch." That is, cut the
strip of p«*int into pieces and move the pieces down a fraction of an inch so
that there isn't a big blob of white space at the bottom where there's no
filler to fill it. Cutting and stretching, whoever invented it, must have
been a device used in order to recruit sane people into hospitals that
needed government funding who would then become insane people since
they'd cut and stretched and lost their minds. It is only logical that if you
cut up a piece of perfectly good print into a bunch of little pieces, the
pi^es will not only get lost and stuck but better than that they will gel
mixed up which is not unlike the person who has cut it and stretched it. So,
for example, a perfectly good article on syphilis could easily get cut up
and moved around and not paid attention to and end up in an article on
making pancakes. Instead of a coherent, logical discussion on syphilis, its
origins and thrills, the reader gets a mass of copy that says something
about tender, tasty pancakes and their festering manifestations after
contact. No one cares, of course, about either pancakes or especially the
VD since it is an ancient, over-used, much heralded topic that good girls
never get anyway since their mothers warned them about toilet seats
lined with lost headlines years ago.
As you can see, there is more to this bunch of gray print and news
papers than readily meets the eye. Laying out this paper is practically
reminiscent of orgiastic days in old Rome with peeled grapes, naked
nymphs and nervous reactions about lost copy that could only be second
to someone who thought they'd discovered their mother after decades of
tireless searching only to find out they had no mother at all but had been
lacked up on the bottom rack of a potato bin because there was no sex
education forty years ago.
This quiet, benign little paper has really been born in the throes of
emotion and passion. It only looks and reads like it was put together by
someone who needed a bird cage liner. There are numerous other things
that ha^jen that don't matter as much say, as getting a ticket might, but
they make putting a paper together an exercise in maintaining sanity, a
much needed comm<^ty for those who need to be put into hospitals that
are dying for government funding.
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Book review

'Simple Justice' describes
struggle for equality
By John Tibbals, Library
Simple Justice: The History of
Brown vs. Board of Education
and Black America's Struggle for
Equality by Richard Kluger.

Knopf, 1976.
Simple Justice nominated for,
the 1976 National Book Award in
the category of history, is a
monumental work of scholarship
which was seven years in
preparation. In encyclopedic
detail, the author traces the
legal, political and sociological,
background to the cases
collectively known as Oliver
Brown et. al. versus Board of
Education of Topeka in which the

2 i

Supreme Court unanimously
concluded on May 17, 1954 that
"in the field of public education
the doctrine of separate but equal
has
no
place.
Separate
educational
facilities
are
inherently unequal." In so doinjg,
the court reversed the 1896
Supreme Court ruling in Plessy
' vs. Ferguson (which involved
transportation, not education)
that separate but equal facilities
for the races were consistent with
* the equal protection under the
law guaranteed by the Fourteeoth Amendment.
The author explores all aspects
(rf the Brown decision and its
background stretching back to
slavery. He describes in detail
what it was like to be black in the
places- where th^ five school
cases heard together in Brown
vs.

Board

of

Education

originated: Clarendon County,
South Carolina; Prince Edward
County, Virginia; Wilmington,
Delaware; Washington, D.C.,
and Topeka, Kansas. He relates
the violence and economic
reprisal meted out to the plain
tiffs who were brave enough to go
to court.
A case in point was the
Reverend Joseph Albert DeLaine
who initiated the Clarendon
County case because he grew
angry over the long daily trek by
foot made by black children to
the distant Negro school. Before
it was over, DeLaine, his wife,
two sisters and a niece were fired
from their teaching jobs in black
schools by white school boards.
His iiome and his church were

burned while firemen watched
and he finally moved to another
state.
The author describes the circle
of black lawyers and in
tellectuals, centered around
Howard
University
in
Washington, D.C., who were
instrumental in bringing to court
and arguing the cases which
resulted in the Brown vs. Board
of Education decision. These men
were profound believers in the
law, which while it oppressed
them along with the rest of their
race, was also the agent of their
success. They firmly believed
that once the legal barriers were
removed, the whole black-white
situation would change, that the
American dream could be for
black people too. Thurgood
Marshall, William Hastie, Robert
Carter, James Nabrif and others
devoted their careers to the
removal of those legal barriers.
It would be hard to find a more
readable or authoritative account
of the long and tortured struggle
for legal equality for black
Americans than Simple Justice.
The Library has two copies of this
book, the number of which is
KF-4155-K54.

Account
Club
meets

April 27
Slight Case of Murder isss
Edward G. Robinson

May 4
The Lady in the Lake
Raymond Chandler novel
Robert Montgomery

May 11
Murder My Sweet

1945

Dick Powell^ Clajre Trevor
Raymond Chandler novel

May 18
Manhattan Melodrama

1934

Clark Gable^Myrna Loy^William Powell

At noon, on Wednesday, April
27, in PS-202, the Accounting Club
will sponsor a lecture by Pat
Price, Supervising Senior and
Computer-Audit Specialist, from
the Newport Beach Office of
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
an international CPA firm. Price
is a graduate of California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona.
The title of the lecture is "The
Relationship Between Computer
Technology and Accounting and
Auditir^." The lecture should be
of interest to students of ac
counting and accounting-related
areas, including -computer
sciences.
A question-answer period will
follow the lecture.

May 25
Boornerang 1947
Dana Andrews^Jane Wyatt

June 1
Crossfire 1947

The Chamber Singers
present

Robert Young,Robert Ryan^

A Colonial Festival

Robert Mitchum

"Dinner with Ben Franklin"

June 8
Green for Danger 1947

May 5 and 6

Alstair Sim^Trevor Howard

7 pjn. — Commons
For cost end dinner reservetions
call
Music Department office, 887-7452

Wednesdays at 1 p.m.

J

in the Library's Music Listening Facility
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Letters to the Editor

Obviously time to move on

It is obviously time to move on.
I have waited patiently through
issue after issue of the Paw Print,
hoping that Mr. Hatt would (even
accidentally) say something
relevant to the subject under
discussion: the State of the Arts.
Instead he insists on being cute,
so, if he will not seriously talk
about modern art with me, I will
address these perforce hasty
notes to anyone out there who
considers the dilemma of today's
creative thinking worth the initial
outlay of some weighty thinking,
and some meaty conversation.
Since David Hatt will no doubt
prefer to continue sculpting his
verbal cream puffs in his own
unJehovahlike image, I will bid
him an overdue farewell.
The criticism that con
temporary art is neglecting the
(more so than ever) turbulent
spiritual life of ^e average in
dividual, is no mere "opinion" on
my part. Anyone who doubts this
can pick up a copy of Rhys
Carpenter's The Esthetic Basis of
Greek Art in the bookstore (a

PLAN

mere handful of steps from the
wormwood-embittered Music
Department). Mr. Carpenter will
exhaustively explain to you the
need for a proper balance of the
schemata and the representata in
a wholesome and legitimate work
of art (regardless of the date of
its construction). Also in the
bookstore, a Mr. Edward Gibbon
— who was sort of an expert on
decay and decadence and
spiritual gagnrene — will further
demonstrate to you, my new
correspondent, that societies
have a strange habit of con
suming themselves whatever one
element (usually the represen
tata, but in our case the
schemata) gains 'a wholesale
ascendency over the other.
But because neither Carpenter
nor Gibbon were musicians,
nothing they have to say is of any
importance. Ask David Hatt.
Neither Ernest Newman nor H.
L. Mencken was given to per
forming in public, and therefore
(according to the Monty Python

AHEADl

ALPHA KAPPA PSI PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES
April 30, 1977 Sa'turday
FOREST FALLS I'ARTY - Members, alumni, and faculty of the School
of Administration will be attending. New
members are invited. BYOB and pot luck dinner.
Please sign up with Jennifer in Ad-142.
May 14, 1977
Saturday
SPRING INITIATION - Lower CommoniB - 7:00 p.m. Initiation ,of
new members. All faculty are invited plus
members, officers, alumni, and friends. BYOB
Party to be held after initiation.
May 15, 1977
Sunday
DISNEYLAND TRIP Open to all members, faculty and alumni.
S5.25 per person - 4:00 p.m. to midnight.
Free parking - free rides. Sign up with
Jennifer in Ad-142 and pay in advance.
Deadline for money turn-in: Thursday noon.
April 28, 1977.
May 21-22, 1977 Saturday and Sunday
LAKE SILVERWOOD SLEEP-OUT. Two-day overnight party. BYOB and
potluck. All members, alumni, faculty and
staff, and new members are invited. More
information later. Sign up with Jennifer
in Ad-142 soon.

Associated Student Body of Califomia State

All contributions must be typed and double spaced when submitted. Letters
to the editor, commentaries and other such articles will be printed on a space
available basis. Articles must be signed by the author. Names will be withheld
on request.
All opinions expressed are those of the author.
Address ail correspondence to: The Woskfy PawPrint. 5500 State College
Parkway. San Bernardino, Gal. 92407.
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Linda Laknass
Unda Wattson
Tim Hamre
Hank mite
Sanovio Garza
Chi Quang

world of hellish logic found in Mr.
Hatt's cranium) neither of them
is to be listened to when they
begin observing the vagaries of
the musical world.
Mr. Hatt's technique" is the
ancient one of disposing of one's
interlocutor by demanding
irrelevant credentials. His
concern should be not whether I
play the sousaphone but whether
I have studied the problem, and
on that head I can answer with an
emphatic Yes. I need not take
any more music classes to un
derstand the jungle-rot at the root
of Hattian art: one slams one's
face against the problem
wherever one turns.
Let me put it this way: On the
one hand Johannes Brahms was
an anal-compulsive who was

sexually aroused only by whores.
On the other hand, if a squadron
of brainy aliens invaded our
world and demanded a list of all
chose whom we considered the
greatest examples of our race,
his name would have to be in
cluded. So what we have in effect
is the perennial, insoluable, and
eventually productive dichotomy
between a) the psychological
dirty linen, and b) the sublime
achievement. In the case of ar
tists like Andy Warhol and Frank
Zappa, however, we newer and
more substantial creators think
"a" has triumphed over "b."
Where
the
schemata
predominates over heart-truth
today, a transient whimsy of the
eyeballs or ears is the result.
Where representata is all in

modern art, that very subjectmatter is too often a painstaking
documentation of a very unim
portant thing: the artist's un
derwear.
Nothing David Hatt has said in
print deals effectively with this
problem. When he feels an urge
to discuss the question why even
the earliest and most primitive
cultures maintained a certain
level of imagerial self-respect
and self-esteem in their art — a
last-line pinch of decency and
decorum — as against our
present need to fling our
esthetically vapid biosecretions
in our patrons' faces, then (and
only then) will I continue ex
ploring the Problem with him.
Disgustedly,
Clark Elder Morrow

Background makes
statements valid

Dear Editor;
I am in receipt of a copy of the
letter sent to you by Sydneye
Moser-James, N.D.W.B.N.O.
dated Ajx^il 15, 1977.
Journalist (to get out of the use
of Ms. that she objects to, which
I shall deal with later) MoserJames aj^arently did not fe-read
her article as "carefully." as she
claims for on line 12 of column 2
of her article she states, "She
(Sarojam) went on to explain
that ..." If that statement is
incorrect, than I blame Jour
nalist
Moser-James,
and
apologize to Sarojam. Not having
the advantage of the journalist's
"original notes" and "drafts," I
had to assiune that whatever was
said in the article was accurate.
I do not question Sarojam's
r^ts to her opinions, but if she
did "explain" anything as*
compelex
as
cultural
assimilation and used it as a
cause-effect variable for Amin's
actions, than I do question her
authority in saying whatever she
did.
. As to the validity of my
statements vs. Sarojam's, I
would still insist that my
statements carry more validity
than do Sarojam's statements. If
Journalist Moser-James had
done her research more carefully
she would have discovered that
while it is true that I am a faculty
member of the School of Ad
ministration, my doctorial
dissertation was on crosscultural assimilation; that Milton
M. Gordon, the noted an
thropologist whom I quoted in my
last letter, is referenced in my
dissertation (Differences In
Training Needs of First-Level
Supervisors Born and Raised in
Families of Caucasian, Negro,
Mexican, and Asian Descent
Working in Public Utility
Companies
in
Southern
California, unpublished D.B.A.

dissertation, University of
Southern Califomia, Los Angeles,
February 1975, p. 15); and that I
teach courses in cross-cultural
management as part of my
regular teaching assignments.
I believe that these facts give
better validity to my statements
than to somebody whose only
claim to expertise in a subject (to
quote the journalist) is, ". . . the

observations of a person who has
travelled, widely, who has been
exposed to many different
cultural and political en
vironments, and who has been a
careful student of Indian
assimilation in other countries."
The journalist's comment that
my use of the title "Ms. Mankau"
for Sarojam was offensive is
rather absurd. I think the jour
nalist is just trying to create
something that does not exist.
The dictionary of Acronyms,
Initialisms, and Abbreviations,
(5th ed.. Gale Research Co.,
Detroit, Michigan, 1976) defines
Ms. as an acronym for Miss or
Mrs. I have call^ Sarojam, Dr.

Mankau, "my friend Sarojam,"
and Ms. Mankau interchangeably
throughout my letter, with no
intent of disrespect by use of any
of the ix*efixes. Sarojam was a
Mrs. Mankau or a Miss Thomas
(I have done my research!) long
before she was ever a Dr.
Mankau and I am sure has been,
called by many prefexes (among
others. Prof., Miss, Mrs., Ms.,
etc.) of which Ms. is perfectly
harmless and non-offensive.
Sincerely,
A. R. Bhatia, D. B. A.
Assistant Professor of
Administration and
Faculty Advisor to
Foreign Students.

For those of you who wish to
ramble
incessantly
over
moments past, and for those who
have merely been bystanders, I
offer three quotes by John Cage
which originally appeared in the
periodical Die Reihe: Reports
Analyses (1959).

picked her up and carried her
across, putting her down safely
on the other side. The two monks
continued walking along, and
after some lime the second one,
unable to restrain himself, said to
the first, 'You know we're not
allowed to touch women; why did
you carry thai woman across the
sU-eam?' The first monk replied:
'Put her down. I did two hours
ago.' "
If one has difficulty in
terpreting the above, I suggest
that he-she read Plato's
Republic, with particular atlention to the aUegory of the
Cave.
Matthew R. Riedel
.
P.S. I have not, do not and will
not run a "Gong" show.

Quotes for
incessant ramblers

"Kwang-Tse points out that a
beautiful woman who gives
pleasure to men serves only to
frighten the fish when she jumps
in the water.
"The four Mists of Chaos, the
North, the East, the West and the
South, went to visit Chaos him
self. He treated them all very
kindly and when they were
thinking of leaving they consulted
among themselves how they
might repay his hospitality. Since
they had noticed that he had no
holes in his body, as they each
had (eyes, nose, mouth, ears,
etc.), they decided each day to
provide him with an opening. At
the end of 7 days Chaos di^."
"You probably know the one
about the two monks, but I'll tell
it anyway. They were walking
along one day when they came to
a stream where a young lady was
waiting, hoping that someone
would help her across. Without
hesitating, one of the monks
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W^tto
tell your folks
wiien you decide
to change your
major
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At Anheuser-Busch, we believe in brewing
Busch beer just one way. The naairal v\'ay.

BUSCH

When you believe in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.

Anheuwr-BuKh. IfW .Sl LouM. Mo
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Opinion

Proposed death penalty will not stop murders
By Tim Hamre

Throughout, history societies
ive had to deal with the
inal element. Methods of
ishing
criminals
have
nged along with the (supd) progress of society. Now,
ifornia is once again the focal
point of the nation. We are on the
verge of either moving forward to
a better society or falling back
iDlo the pitfalls of the past. The
|alifornia State Senate has taken
first step by passing a bill to
tore capital punishment in our
'glorious" state.
The appropriateness ^ of a
mishment depends upon three
ngs. First, the restitution it
gives to the social order and the
victims. Second, the contribution
it makes to the rehabilitation of
the criminal. Third, its efficiency
as a deterrent against similar
criminal conduct.
On the first two counts, the
.'death penally is an obvious
failure. It cannot restore the life
[of the murderer's victim nor does
it make any attempt to
rehabilitate the murderer.
(Indeed, how can you rehabilitate
a corpse?) The debate centers
around the third item, its ef
ficiency as a deterrent.
: I fail to see how an intelligent,
rational person can believe that
;tte(teath penalty is a deterrent to
anything. No factual evidence
'has ever been produced to sub
stantiate this view. This, in spite
of the fact that the deterrent
effects of capital punishment
have been stuched for over forty
years!
The evidence does show.

however, that capital punishment
has no deterrent value at all. For
instance, whenever the death
penalty has been eliminated
anywhere there has been no
discernible rise in the homicide
rate. In fact, those states that
have had capital punishment also
have higher homicide rates.
Specifically, in 1970 for instance,
those states with the death
penalty had an average of 7.7
homicides per 100,000 population,
while those states without the
death penalty had an average
murder rate of only 4,6. Fur
thermore, the states with the

three highest muder rates all had
the death penalty, while the
states with the three lowest did
not. Now, if capital punishment is
a deterrent, how do your explain
this?
Wait, you say, we just want to
use it to deter murders of
policemen and prison .guards.
Well, a presidential commission,
appointed by Nixon (Remember
that great law and order can
didate? ) concluded that the death
penalty had no effect on the
safety of policemen, in addition to
having no effect on the general
homicide rate. Another study

concluded that capital punish
ment has no effect on the rate of
assaults and murders of prison
guards.
Perhaps the worst consequence
of capital punishment is Umt its
existence lures us into the
mistaken belief that we are ac
tually doing something about
murder. In fact, we are doing
virtually nothing about it. We
have b^n killing murderers for
eons — but the murders continue.
The time has come for us to
realize that we cannot stop killing
with more killing.
Finally, I would like to point out

that if the state does take the life
of a human being, all of you who
support capital punishment will
be responsible for his senseless
and barbaric death. The fact Uiat
executions are carried out in
isolation, behind high walls,
away from the public eye does
not absolve us of our own in
volvement. The state official who
pulls the lever is only carrying
out the law, which was passed by
the legislature, because you
wanted it. When that human life
is taken, I hope you can live wifii
your conscience. Frankly,
though, I don't know how you can.

Ljoganfe Run

New
editor
picked

Sydneye Moser-James has
been named editor of next year's
PawPrint by the Publications
"Board last Friday, April 22. She
Iwon out over Harriet Ouimette,
.fte other applicant whose
rofessional experience included
|»orking on the weekly San
Bernardino Independent, now
i'Afunct.
Moser-Jaines is currently the
^hlanaging editor, a position held
iance the beginning of the winter
quarter, 1977. Her interview will
appear in next week's PawPrint.

Funds
still
here

Applications for Financial Aid
for the 1977-78 sdiool year are
still being accepted on a firstcome, first-serve basis. Grants,
loans and Work Study funds are
available. Apply SO<MI.
Some funds are still available
for this quarter if you apply
immedately. Work Study jobs
are still available on and offcampus.
The Financial Aid Office is in
the Student Services Building
Room 120.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents
A Saul David Production
Directed by Michael Anderson
Starring:
Michael York
Jenny Agutter
Richard Jordan
Roscoe Lee Browne
Farrah Fawcett-Majors
and Peter Ustinov
Rated: TO
Rhm Inoorporatad

Place:
Time:

PS 10
6 P.M. Only

"Its visual razzle-dazzle is
pyrotechnical enoi^h for a dozen Fourths of July!'
-Charles Champlin, Los Angeles Times
"The best science fiction movie
since Stanley Kubrick made 2001'
-Clyde Gilrrxxjr, Toronto Star

Apfll 29
Admission: FREE

Date:
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Intramurals
Softball Round-up

By Wuthnot Perforated
Woodhaven til
Friday/ April 15 (Early)

The only game played pitted
the Son of a Pitches (faculty)
versus the Softballs (Waterman
Dorm?).
Thoi^ old an on the way out as
they are, the SOP's put up a
valiant struggle led by Bill "Wild
Man" Ackerman and J. C.
Robinson.
But a Ricks brothers-led Softballs were too "ard" for the
leisure world bound faculty to
handle.
The Los Cagapalos and Bionic
Bailers either can't tell time, or
are illiterate (can't read a
sdiedule) as neither showed up
for their contests.
Monday, April 18 (Late)

Wrroong out-slugged the
Faculty I team 17-11. Wrroong's
Monte Pearson, "Mr. Golden
Glove," led the team with great
fielding and a wicked bat.
Along with Pearson, Joe
"HBFD" Ainsworth and Dave
"What a Fish" Troutman played
good, no better than average,
how about adequate ball.
The Faculty was leaderless.
The Swift Socks weren't fast
Kiough to stop old, old Betty's
Boys.
Tom Smith and Marty Lightstone led the archaic, decaying
Betty's Boys while like the
Faculty I team, the Socks were
most definitely leaderless.
Nosrep Elpoep, in a defensive
struggle nipped Newton's Newts
20-18.

Mary Venner, Ron Miller and
Mark Wronski led NE, while Stu
Ellen's (and his dog — horse??)
Bill Osborn and Sandy Peterson
led the losing Newts.

Monday, April 18 (Co-ed Soft
ball.)

Diane's Demons lost to TokayArrowhead 16-5. (Diane, if you
need sympathy call 882-6946.)
Ivan Glasco, a roach, led this
collaboration of dorms to their
one-sided victory.
The Drama Department outslugged the Supply and Demand
to a 14-9 victory.
Morris Ridgeway and Danny
Bilson led this band of merry
introverts to victory.
Joe Baldino, you might
remember him for not playing
basketball, led (?) the S & D.
The Bad Mouth, Waterman
Drips scored a 15-13 victory over
Dennis Mendonca's Homers.
Carrol Day and Gary Norris led
the los^s while Rich Schramm
and Cheryl Hill led the Dormie
Drip,s

Disaster
strikes
By Givensin Wittless

it s

On Thursday April 14 (the day
before TAX DAY), guerilla
warfare was renewed.
"It was a horrible experience
(most of it)." "She came at me
from all sides! What was I to
do?" Yes, Steve "fool on the hill
(in the desert)" Given was
beaten, and dragged (drugged?)
to the nearby "No Tell" wedding
chapel and mortuary-hospital
and garage (behind the bar and
grill) where "a bag containing

Novelty Relay coming up
By Wuthnot Perforated
Woodhaven HI

It's Nearing Trike Time.
Marilyn Goldstein, captain of
one of last year's less successful
entrants in the Novelty Relay
says this year will be a different
story.
"We've been working hard all
year to improve our last year's
showing," she went on to say,
"With a star studded line up that
we have — Chris Turkey Grenfell, Mikie Long Hair O'Gara,
Kathy Kiss a Doctor Gosse and
last but not least, Marilyn Ye

Soft-spoken One Goldstein, we
will lake it to the rest of the en
trants and go all the way.
This relay consists on four legs,
a bicycle, tricycle, wagon and
roller skates.
One member of each team will
run the course in his (or her)
chosen "mode of transport," and
the lowest time of each team,
combining all legs of the relay
will be T-shirt winners.
This event will be coming up.
So get a team together, a bike,
trike, wagon and roller skates
and get ready for this earthshattering event.

Classified
For Sale
1972 Dodge Challenger. Lemon yel
low, black vinyl top. Body condition
excellent plus. Air. power steering &
brakes. Two new tires. Needs minor
repairs. $1,650. Call Steve 883-7506
9:30 'til noon.
Would the individual or anyone
seeing or knowing of the person who
backed into a blue 1972 Toyota
Corona (lie. 820 POT) on Monday or
Tuesday evening in the handicapped
parking area East of the library please
contact Ted Crocker 245-5281.

aspirin (three bottles); douche
powder (2 packets) and a faded
picture of Ida Lupino was thrust
in his hands and they were
pronounced dead. (Oops! I mean
married.)
You might ask, who is "they"
(besides Steve)?
Who would do this dastardly
deed?
Her name is Kathy ("you
asshole" Damm. She is a sweet,
loving little flower of the night
(wow!) and I'm full of shit and
probably dead wh^ she reads
this.
Who am I? I happen to be her
unmarried roomate — f^ure out
who!!

JOBS
The following positions are currently
listed with the CSCSB Placement
Office, SS-122. All jobs are off-campus
and available, immediately unless
otherwise noted.

Student Assistant, on-campus. 15
hrs/week, $2.60/hr., must be good
typist.
Fast food restaurant help, Colton,
Work between 5 P.M. and 2 A.M.,
$2.50/Hrtostart.
Summer CETA training program,
must be 18-21 yrs. of age and un
employed or under-employed.
$2.50/hr, employment from 6/27/778/27/77.

Summer aquatics director. IdyBwHd,
must be over 21. approx. $400 for
season 7/24/77 - 8/28/77.
Summer Jobs, senior lifeguard,
$2.55/hr. and recreation leader,
$2.8S/hr, Fontar^a, Apply immediately.

